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MÜHLE-GLASHÜTTE

SEA-TIMER BLACKMOTION
NO SPORT, NO FUN

Whether on, in or by the water, the Sea-Timer
BlackMotion is totally in its element. This
robust sports watch is the ideal companion for
anyone who loves to be outdoors. And it is
made by a brand that celebrates 150 years of
experience in producing reliable instruments.
This new Mühle sports watch is an absolute must for anyone who is
always on the move and simply cannot wait to try out exciting new sports
activities. The black stainless steel case of the Sea-Timer BlackMotion is
highly recognisable. It features not only a 2.5-millimetre-thick double antiglare sapphire crystal but also boasts a solid screw-in crown with extra
side protection.
A process known as PVD (physical vapour deposition) is used to coat the
case of the watch in multiple layers of titanium carbide (TiC). It provides
multiple benefits: a surface as black as night, extremely resistant layer
thicknesses and increased hardness of the stainless steel case. The case
also boasts a pressure resistance of up to 30 bar and is complemented by
an equally dark textile strap, made of water-resistant fibres.
The calibre of the watch is the reliable SW 200-1 Mühle version movement.
It contains the company’s patented particularly shockproof woodpecker
neck regulator and is set to ensure accuracy values of between 0 and a
maximum of +8 seconds per day.

www.muehle-glashuette.de
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The combination of casual
styling and top functionality
is reflected in the face and
hands of the the Sea-Timer
BlackMotion. The outer area of
the face, which is home to the
watch’s fine minute graduation
and high-contrast white hour
indices, features a matt black
design as an ideal solution for
excellent readability. This is
joined by blackened nickelplated hands, which stand out
perfectly as they complete
their 24-hour circuit training.
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